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Abstract:  In this COVID-19 global pandemic caused by the corona-virus is again spreading around the globe. The damage done 

by this virus is intense, is has affected the humans financially, physically and mentally. People are scared to go out like they use to 

before the spread of the virus. People are getting bored day by day.  By this paper, we have proposed a model which will provide 

customized feeds based on the particular interest of a people using web scrapping. This paper portrays a strategy for creating a web 

scraper in Node.js that finds feeds on website and after that decompresses and peruses the feeds and stores their contents in a 

database. It notices the modules utilized and the calculation of automating the route of web site through links. It moreover depicts 

a method of checking the site at normal time interims to find newly included feeds with the help of a interesting feeds. 

 

 Index Terms: Web-Scrapping , Feeds , MERN , JSON , NODEJS , PWA, Entertainment. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. MOTIVE 

YourFeeds is a Web scraping website which  is based on  a data extraction technique where extraction is in the form of HTML 

code and data stored in database. The method ordinarily conveys a “crawler” that consequently surfs the net and extracts information 

from desired web-pages. There are numerous reasons why you might need to extract information. Essentially, it makes information 

collection much faster by disposing of the manual data-gathering handle. Scrapping is additionally a arrangement when information 

collection is craved or required but the site does not give an API.  

A user can easily get the customized feeds of his interest and can save it for further reading. 

 

B. Why Need of YOUR-FEEDS arise? 

Everyone now a days is afraid of COVID-19 and to keep themselves busy we are here with an idea of providing different feeds 

of their particular or selected interest , just on single click. 

 

 For Extraction of Desired-Feeds 

Using Your-Feeds you can extract data from multiple websites to a single Database so that it becomes easy for you to 

analyze and reading of desired set of  feeds. 

 For Feeds Collection 

Using Your-Feeds you can save your most liked feeds in the database for future purpose. 

 

C. SIMILAR OTHER SCRAPPING-TECHNIQUES 

 HTTP-METHOD 

Websites can be accessed by posting HTTP requests to the remote web server by socket programming. 

 

 REGULAR-EXPRESSION  

We can also extract useful information from websites  by using regular expression method. 

 

 

 BY COPYING AND PASTING 

A simple way of scrapping useful data is just by copying the desired set of data and again pasting it in database. 

 

 USING DOM-METHOD 

We can use JavaScript’s DOM parsing method for extracting the useful feeds from world wide Web , programs can access 

the dynamic content presented by client-side scripts. 

 
 

II. TECHNOLOGIES USED IN MAKING OF APPLICATION 

A. MERN-STACK 

MERN stands for MongoDB, Express, React , Node stack that is used for easier and faster deployment of full stack web 

application which then makes development process smoother and easier. Each of four technologies provide an end-to-end framework. 

MongoDB is a database which uses JSON like objects and work upon document model where document like structures can be 

embedded in an array within a document.[6] 
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B. To Maintain the Integrity and Quality of the Application 

Integrity alludes to guarantee the genuineness of data. To begin with, site ought to be simple to use.Then,SEO positioning of site is 

essential(SEO positioning is the website’s position within the search engine comes about page. 

C. WORKING WITH FRONT-END AND BACK-END. 

 HTML is utilized to structure web pages, CSS is utilized to upgrade web pages by giving visual impacts and their programming 
and usefulness is completed through Java-script. Actualized systems are Respond and Hub primarily.The respond DOM has 
components particularly outlined to work with Hub that diminish lines of code which at that point makes server-side rendering 
simple. 

 Front end is outlined utilizing Respond and HTML which covers title, head and body where header incorporates route menu 
and offer assistance segment where content incorporates shape verification of user-details covering title, e-mail and contact 
points of interest of the client. 

 For era of dynamic content Node.JS has been executed with prime libraries as Puppeteer and Cheerio. 

 Cheerio is node.JS module which works with DOM show and broadly utilized in web scraping and automation. It wraps 
around Parse5 parser and can parse HTML and XML archives. 

 Puppeteer uses headless browser i.e chromium and automates browser tasks. 

D. PROGRESSIVE WEB APPS 

App is considered as progressive web app on the off chance that it runs over HTTPS or non- HTTPS. It is able to run whereas 

offline by caching center assets(HTML,CSS,JS).It must have manifest.JSON record which is able tell the browser around site on 

user’s gadget. Show is required by the chrome to appear advertisement to Domestic Screen prompt. It works offline and offers Java-

script Specialists which at that point offers Thrust notice, Occasion trigger and Foundation Sync. 

 

 

III. REASON BEHIND SELECTING NODEJS FOR SCRAPPING 

Node.js could be a stage built on Chrome's JavaScript runtime. It uses an event-driven, non-blocking I/O method that produces 

lightweight , effective and  culminate for data-intensive real-time applications that run over dispersed gadgets. JavaScript was born 

as a dialect to be implanted in web browsers, but presently we are able to type in stand-alone scripts in JavaScript that can run on a 

desktop computer or on a web server utilizing Node.js. 

JavaScript and libraries like jQuery can capably and effectively manipulate the DOM interior a web browser. Subsequently 

composing web scraping scripts in Node.js is profitable since we will use numerous strategies that we know from DOM control in 

the client-side code for the web browser. This paper describes straightforward a strategy to actualize a web scrubber in a MERN 

application and illustrates its uses to find interesting customized feeds based on users demand. 

Downloading information from the Web through HTTP and HTTPS interfacing, you have got to handle them independently, to say 

nothing of redirects and other issues that show up after you begin working with web scraping. The Request module blends these 

strategies, abstracts absent the challenges and presents you with a single bound together interface for making requests. We’ll utilize  

this module to download web pages specifically into memory. To introduce it, run npm introduce ask from your terminal within the 

registry where your primary Node.js record will be located. 

                                                                            Fig [1] – Scrapping With Cheerio[1] 

Cheerio empowers you to work with downloaded web information utilizing the same sentence structure that jQuery utilizes. To cite 

the duplicate on its domestic page, “Cheerio may be a quick, adaptable and incline execution of jQuery planned particularly for the 

server.” Bringing in Cheerio empowers us to focus on the information we download specifically, instead of on parsing it. To introduce 

it, run npm introduce cheerio from your terminal within the directory where your fundamental Node.js file will be found. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

This section will elaborate the procedure of bringing customized feeds by using web scrapping. 

The application starts with downloading NodeJS and installing NPM modules. After installing we have to start the yarn . After 

starting the Yarn we will get the whole YOURFEEDS setup. 
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 We have to choose the search module for searching of feeds , After that we have to select the range of two dates in 

between for desired feeds. 

 After Triggering Search Query the scrapper will start working and fetching customized feeds. 

The following steps states the implementation details to achieve the above mentioned functionalities : 

1. Choose the  URL of a website or the section of a website that you want to search or from where you have to extract the 

information. 

2. Make a HTTP request to the URL created within the previous step. The request is made utilizing the GET function of 

Node.js HTTP API. The function stores the substance of the webpage pointed to by the URL in a variable. The response 

information does not contain complete substance of the webpage as data is sent within the form of chunks. We get the 

information chunks by listening to the data occasion on the response. The chunks are appended as they are received to a 

string variable which eventually contains the complete substance of the webpage.  

3. Change over the string variable containing the HTML received within the past step into a DOM tree utilizing cheerio's 

Load strategy. Cheerio is an outside bundle that produces a DOM tree and gives a subset of the jQuery work set to control 

it. To introduce Node.js bundles we utilize a package manager called npm that's introduced with Node.js. 

4. Get all the links from the DOM utilizing cheerio’s `each` work. Check whether the links href attribute contain the URL of 

the desired feed organize using customary expressions. 

5. On the off chance that the link does not contain the URL of the specified feed then we add esteem the link’s href property 

to the base URL and thrust the added esteem to an array. 

A. PARSING HTML WITH CHEERIO.JS 

Cheerio is the jQuery for Node.js, we utilize selectors to choose labels of an HTML report. The selector sentence structure was 

borrowed from jQuery. Using Chrome DevTools, we have to be discover selector for news features and its connect. Let’s include  

a few flavors to our nourishment. 

To begin with, we got to load within the HTML. This step in jQuery is implicit since jQuery operates on the one, baked-in DOM. 

With Cheerio, we got to pass within the HTML report. After stacking the HTML, we repeat all the 
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B. FLOWCHART FOR EXTRACTION 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The way new technology is coming it has changed the human life, as the covid cases are emerging again it is important that people 

don’t get bored at home. 

So , In this paper, we first understood what is web scraping and how we can use it for extracting customized feeds based on people’s 

particular interest. 

People can save the most interesting feeds in the database for future readings. It presents a strategy of mechanizing route of websites 

through links, getting wanted feed from the webpage and planning a cron work to extract recently uploaded content from the site. It 

then clarifies a strategy of automating the method of finding records of a given format on a website with the assistance of web 

scraping. The paper subsequently provides an illustration of custom web scraping functionality in node applications with the 

assistance of npm modules. 
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VI. FUTURE WORK 

This strategy of finding feeds can be applied to extract pictures, Videos, tables and other data from websites. The strategy can be 

upgraded to handle unbounded circles whereas utilizing links to traverse websites. Additionally techniques to handle pagination in 

web pages can be also viewed. 
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